National Turn-In Today

Resistance: Why ’Best Young Men’ Choose Jail
EDITOR’S NOTE: Today’s article, the last
of two on the Resistance, deals with why its
members choose prison rather than cooperate
with this Selective Service System.
By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Today across the nation perhaps more
than 1,000 of America’s "best young men"
will voluntarily become criminals.
By relinquishing their draft cards for the
Resistance’s national turn-in, they will be
subject to eventual indictment and probable
prison sentences.
Their refusal to cooperate with the Selective Service System can bring them each
tip to five years in prison and/or a $10,000
fine.
But that Ls their choice. Like many men
throughout American history, from Henry
Thoreau to Martin Luther King, they feel
the only way left to protest what they consider a social injustice Ls going to prison
for it.
"The John.son administration’s disregard
for peaceful, legal, reasoned and significant
dissent has polarized American opinion on

the war and radicalized the student peace
movement. Students faced with fighting in
Vietnam are beginning to realize that the
march, the forum, the teach-in, the petition and the pulpit have not affected the
war," writes a national Resistance spokesman in the Bowditch Review.
Obviously, the war in Vietnam has been
the most significant single factor in the
rise of draft resistance. To resisters, however, that war is "a manifestation of the
sickness of our society at home," acconling
to Steve Perdue, who yesterday sued the
U.S. Supreme Court as to the legality of
the Vietnam War.
FIGHT AGAINST SYSTEM
Because the resisters’ fight, then, is with
the system itself, they believe avoiding War
as conscientious objectors is inconsistent.
"Taking a C.O. status defeats the purpose
of being against the war," said John Harpster, a member of the San Jose Resistance.
"You’re just begetting another person to
go kill. You’re saying, ’Itly moraLs tell me
I can’t kill, but I’ll let someone else
"The Resistance is :it least a way of stop-

ping the war nitichine."
Tony Cowan, whose trial Is coming up
soon, sees draft resisting as a "human response to a.n inhuman situation.
"I thought about it, and after awhile I
could see no alternative. People say turning
in your card is impractical. But judging
by the things I see going on in this world,
draft resistance seems as practical as anything else.
"It’s it question of what is a person’s
role in the world. To what does he owe his
allegiance? I believe it should be to the
world."
Describing draft resisters at the beginning of this story as the nation’s "best
young men" was not meant as a joke. To
an America which has traditionally pointed
to its White middle to upper class students a.s its "best," most resisters can be
classified among that elite.
In short. the young American.s most certain to reap the benefits of the system
have been the leaders in denying that system.
Brian King. one of the founders of the

San Jose Resistance, explained the paradox.
"Because the White upper cla.sses benefit
most from the injustices of the draft, it
means so much more when men from those
classes refuse to cooperate with it."
The S-2 student deferment, like the conscientious objector status, is not acceptable,
and for almost the same reasons.
"Holding a 2-S is just playing ball with
the wmng team," King said. "That’s saying,
’I won’t get killed, but you underprivileged
people who can’t go to school can.’ "
RESISTANCE WHITE THING
Logically, then, the underprivileged should
be the ones to resist. But King, a former
chit rights worker in the South, disagrees.
"The effects of a prison record can be a
lot worse for Blacks and Chicanos," he said,
using the prominent minority groups as examples.
"For a White, going to jall for draft resistance Ls not a big blot on the re)cord.
When he gets out, he can still do almost
anything he wants."
Because of this, King described the Resistance as a "White ’thing.’ " By turning in

their draf t earth. W hit e Americans ’Tio
longer sham the guilt or the blood as much."
That is not to say all Whites with similar convictions find the Resistance their
"thing." The specter of a jail term has
driven many war protesters to flee the country. Others have strung out deferments as
long as possible, then refused induction.
Still others have allowed themselves to
be inducted, then worked from the "inside"
at organizing soldiers for the "movement."
Though draft resisters syrnpathize with
these men, they see no other course for
themselves.
"Once you become aware something is
wrong," explained Jan Sutter, local Resistance member, "you are morally obligated
to do something about it.’’
Today, following those moral obligations
will lead many of America’s "best young
men" to become criminaLs voluntarily, rather than cooperate with the system.
When so many men give up so much
to question a system, perhaps it is tirne
that system stops punishing the men who
question and begins questioning itself.
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Blacks Object
To Mormons
Using Chapel
A group of independent Black
students yesterday lodged a formal
protest with Executive Vice President William J. Dusel concerning
the use of the SJS Chapel by the
Latter-Day Saints (LDS) Student
Association.
The Black students contend that
the entire "Mormon" religion is a
form of racism which insults the
intelligence of Black people and
puts the entire Black race into a
category labeled "inferior."
According to Bill Stevens, graduate student in sociology, the protest has been lodged by a group
of independent students and instructor in sociology, Ken Noels.
MORMON FILM
Stevens told. the Daily that
"about a dozen" Black students
went to the chapel yesterday
morning and viewed a 30-minute
color film entitled "Mormon"
thought. After viewing the film,
the Black students asked questions
enneerning the Mormon attitude
toward Black people.
Stevens said that the answers
were "evasive" and that Black
students consequently removed the
film from the projector and took
it to Dr. Dusel’s office where they
lodged thrir complaint.
Dr. rhisel conunented to the
Daily, "This issue will be thoroughly investigated for it brings
up complicated questions of the
extent of religious freedom and
conflict between freedom of religion and the practicing of a religion which includes doctrines insulting to a certain raee.
APPROVED GROUP
"The problem has been initially
referred to assistant ombudsman
Rev. Benton White for preliminary
investigation. The fact that the religious; organization is an approved
student group should also indicate
an area of concern by student
government."
No spokesman for the LDS student gleam was available for comment.
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’Cheats’ SJS Students

By JOHN MUIR
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
Charging that the College Union
Board of Governors is cheating
SJS students out of a "true college union," ASB Vice President
Bill Langan leveled various accusations at the Board in a report
"Second, prospects for getting before Student Council last night.
substantially,
the document altered
Langan’s report called for a
for example, by trying to in- referendum on all facets of the
reserve
to
trustees
fluence the
new Coilege Union.
to students and or faculty critLangan read into his report a
ical authority over such matters statement that was approved by
as the establishment of Experi- the College Union Board of Govat best ernors in 1966. It reads, "The Colmental Colleges must
be regarded as gloomy," Dr. Ruth- lege Union Committee formally
endorses the policy that neither
erford explained.
He tirged students and faculty the College Union building nor any
feature of its construction or proto gather within the next few
gram, vtill be decided upon withdays and "adopt a common strat- out the fullest consultation, arguegy" to prevent the adoption of ment, and approval of the students through their elected repthe task force guidlines.

Trustee Battle Delay
By SUSY LYDLE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The first battle WAS rained out.
Student and faculty leaders, pre.
paring themselves for a confrontation with the Board of Trustees,
will have to wait at least until
February.
A proposal which delineates and
defnies the functions of state college auxiliary organizations will
not be considered by the Board of
Tnistees at its Nov. 24-26 meeting, according to Steve Lieurance,
executive secretary of California
State College Student President
Association (CSCSPA).
The proposal was interpreted
by many faculty and student leaders throughout the state as a
move to control the use of student
body funds. ASB Pres. Dick Miner
and several state college presidents lodged complaints against
the proposal last week.
Lieurance, a member of the task
force, said he was as.sured by the
chancellor’s office that the trustees
will not take action on the proposal before its February meeting.
The task force recommended to
the chancellor that no action be
taken until the task force could
ccmsult with college officials concerning the proposaL according to
Lieurance.
Miner briefed Student Council
last Wednesday on the implications of the proposal. Miner feels
that the tecuitimendation, as it ift
now, will stifle student control
over student funds.
Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, president of the SJS American Federaticm of Teachers (AFT), issued
a statement opposing the ta.sk

Films Tonight

Two films, "City of Necessity"
and "Run from Rare" will be
shown tonight at 7 in S2I0 as part
of a continuing series sponsored
hy the Commission for Inter-Cultural Education.
"City of Necessity" has been described as a provocative film about
modern man and the city.
In "Run fmrn Race," PhiladelA draft rarci turn -in will ire in
Morris Dailey Anditorium friday at phia Blacks tell of life and proh12:30, sponsored by the San Jose lems in a Black community.
Resistance.
The turn -in will be part of the
national draft resistance day. Any
cards colleeted by the local chapFriday is the final date to file
ter will be taken at 2:30 to the for a credential for this semester.
Federal Building in San Francisco,
Students wishing to obtain their
where they will be added to cards crecientiale should cheek with the
gathered by other Bay Area Re- Credentials Office, ED417, where
sktanee chapters
applieations are available.

Card Turn-In
By Resistance

Credential Filing

force’s guidelines at last Wednesday’s cotutcil meeting.
"Speaking for the AFT, let me
say that we stand ready to join
with students in a concerted effort
to prevent the adoption of these
outrageous guidelines," Dr. Rutherford said.
Dr. Rutherford reacted to the
document with three observations.
"First, if these guidelines are implemented by the trustees, any
hope for real student autonomy
over matters vital to their interests will have been effectively
thwarted."

resentatives; tutd construction will
be undertaicen only with the approval of the Student Council."
"This has not been done," stated
Langan. "The students at SJS are
being cheated out of a true College
Union. Even the name is a mockery towards students and perhaps
shows the real opinions of certain
administrators towards student
perception, and, perhaps most significantly, towards student MOM.
les."
"After looking through tlie records of the past fifteen years,"
said Langan, "the following facts
remain in evidence; the College
Union operation has been misreprepresentative, has withheld information to stop any changes in
plans, and has, both in this area
and through the closely connected
Spartan Shops, used student funds
in a manner strictly benefitting

Decision Time

Goblin Brings Earl Hansen Draft Notice
Hy BARBARA McKINNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
On Halloween day, the U.S. government mailed out a draft notice
to SJS Student Ombudsman Earl
Hansen.
As the 24-year-old maduating
senior put it, "I got my trick or
treat from the government; a government which doesn’t con.sult me
until it needs me; a government
which establishes colonies it calls
colleges where we’re all kept
plump and happy ’til we’re called."
Hansen, who admitted he expected the notice a month ago,
explained that as every day goes
hy, and as the time to board the
bu.s to Fort Ord draws closer and
closer, he feels deeply distraught
over the decision he will be forced
to make.
"Shall I get on the bus or shall
I go to jail?" These are the questions Earl Han.sen keeps asking
himself.
Already Hansen has elitninated
the alternative of going to Canada. "I just can’t leave my culture
and my friends," Hansen declared.
"I can’t throw away my pa.st and
I’m not going to start rimming
avvay."
The short, clark and eurly-haired
Hansen, who has been actively involved in almost all important
campus issues, explained he believes the draft law is illegal:
illegal in terms of goals and
"
basic credos of this country. It
just doesn’t fit according to what
I’ve been told about my country,"
Hansen st ate&
Hansen claims the draft law
ereates "shallow" men, "men who
are merely tahtles of the U.S. goy.’ Relent "

Hansen, who has a younger
brother in Vietruun, said his decision depends on his family, also.
"I haven’t decided what to do," he
exclaimed, "I ju.st feel like a pendulum on a clock, swinging back
and forth between morality and
just plain acting without thinking."
The Student Ombudsman, who

has run for ASB president two
times and vice preeident once; who
started a student-operated radio
station last year; and who now
has WS OWIl pmgram on the campus radio station, KSJS, has found
time to do extensive researching
in the library on the draft law.
He’s also saved newspaper and
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EARL HANSEN, who has been drafted and is due to report at
6 a.m. Wednesday morning, Nov. 20, still doesn’t know whether
he’ll board the bus to Fort Ord or resist the draft and go to jail.
Hansen said he finds it hard to believe that society has allowed
the draft to go on so long "It’s a law which makes men shallow
properties of the U.S. government," he declared. "I just don’t
think I can put myself in a situation where I have to meet a man
gun berrel to gun barrel," he said.

magazine articles on Vietnam from
1964 and 1965.
Hansen read a comment from a
U.S. soldier in Vietnam when he
was asked why he was fighting
there: "I’m fighting Communism,"
the soldier said, "because Conununism is exactly like the Army."
Hartsen is a speech major here
on campus, but he admitted he’s
not doing much work, just going
to classes.
"A real paradox is that one
thing which gets people kicked out
of school is when they go around
disrupting classes," Hansen declared, "and yet the school allows
the government to disrupt people’s
whole lives. My whole schedule is
completely messed up," Hansen
stated hotly.
"Just because I took a longer
time to go through college and
didn’t conform to the strict, tacit
little four-year pill of education,
the Army’s going to give me a
it’s
more direct treatment
called the two year plan," Hansen
joked.
Dr. Lowell Walter, administrative counselor, has been working
to try to get Hansen’s draft notice deferrrd, but there is only one
week left before he must either go
or suffer other consequences.
"It takes something like death
or the Army to know what it’s
like in really live," Hansen said.
"I’m a number - I -A -- and I
feel branded like a steer like
of meat to be chopped up
hunk
a
and parceled into whatever area
has the greatest hunger,
"Well one thing is for certain,"
Hansen joked, "I no longer will he
found at the Warehouse Thursday
nights. I’ll he dancing tn the tune
of a different drununer."

the economic stability of these
bodies at student expense."
"The College Union Board of
Governors has given no consideration to the needs and the desires
of the students," said Langtua "We
have tried to get the old bookstore as tut International Cultural
provide more space
Center to
for students which the new College
Union will not meet. It WILS pro.
jected to the College Union Board
of Governors by Spartan Shops to
sell the old boolcstore to the state
for $250,000 which would be invested in the Union.
"When plans for the College
Union vvere first submitted to the
students for a vote, there was no
allocation of 55,000 sq. ft. for a
bookstore. When these two bodies
decided to place the bookstore in
the new College Union, Student
Council was not informed as they
were supposed to be under the
agreement reached in 1966."
"Uniquely," stated Langan, "Mr.
Glen Guttormson, who did the
projected report is a member of
both boards, as are others."

Food Collection
Drive Extended
Deadline for Operation ThanIcs.
giving has been extended to Nov.
22 in a joint pmject sponsored by
Circle K and the Associated
Women Students.
The project is designed to collect cans of food for donation to
the Salvation Army, which will
distribute the food to needy families in the San Jose area.
Goal of the project is to collect
12.000 cans, surpossing 11,000 cans
last year.
Living centers, which compete
for trophies and prizes, should
contact Sharon Slade at 297-8362
or Mike Rundt at 287-3481 to arrange time and place of pick-up
on Nov. 22.
Individuals may donate in collection boxes around campus or in
the decorated trailer on Seventh
Street.

New Class
The Student and the Law, a
new Experimental class, meets tonight at 7:30 p.m. in ED:145, according to Program Co-ordinator
Bent Junker. As instructor, San
Jose Attorney Sol Zeltser will attempt to relate legal problems
eoncerning driving, housing rentals, debts, drugs, arrests and the
clraft to the students rights tinder
law.

Today’s Weather
t’onniderahle high cloudinem
thia morning eraduallt thickening throughout the day. Brief
Ught rain or ’Mowers into tonight or tomorrow morning thrn
portly cloudy tomorrow afternoon. MO today: 63.
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By DICK REDWOOD
SJS Professor

Editorial

To every. patriotic, aware American, tile
extent of subversion in our beloved Cali.

Stokely Carmichael
!-tokelv Carmichael spoke on this
campus Tuesday afternoon. and what
he had to say affects each and every
one of US.
CarIlliChael t011i the overflow and.
knee -11e the Black Power moveinent ) are for revolutionary violence.
1\ e are for spitting to killing. whatever
neee-sary to liberate iis."
I he thought of acting in violence
or burning cities down instills fear in
most \ inericans. But for some Blacks,
iiilerice

seems the only way to get

w hat they want and the record 1401111.tA hat bears this out.
Not much was done to help the
Black ghettos in Watts. Newark. or
.Petroit before they were burned. But
afterwards private industry and eity
Couircils worked out new programs
to) try to alleviate the ghetto problems. Of course. the problems haven’t
_been sok NI yet. but at least people are
_11411A trying which is more than they
were doing before the fire and vio-

the syrinptorns of this subversion that we
have sought out. Till recently, I had hoped

Stokely Carmichael

preaches

_ which AA alit!, to help the Black movement has been told, in effect, to cool
- it.
mother moiement which has often
:shown interest in the Black movement
has also been knocked off its high
perch. Carmichael called hippies,
-dirty" and "cowards." representing
-a complete failure within America
;.; of the W hitt. youth to deal with politiz. cal reality. -

Carmichael rnade it quite clear that
the Blacks want to go it alone. They
don’t want, and they don’t need the
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inlay wrong. And it’s so obvious on the
one hand and so devious on the other.

happens if the Viihites say "Might
makes right?" Then hell will break
loose.
e hear about White brothers and
Black brothers; what we forget is that
we are all brothers, working together
for the common cause of all mankind
and this is where all of us should. direct our efforts.

"I’m sorry Hansen, but we have no position as Army Ombudsman."

Thrust and Parry

Fraternity Complaint

Larry Lundberg
A2506

Homecoming Bust?
Editor:
The 1968 Homecoming dance was a re-run
of an event last year: the play PEER GYNT,
specifically the Troll scene.
I went to homecoming dances in high
school, and have been to every one at SJS
since 1964. To me, a homecoming dance should
be a proud and dignified affttir, with formal
or semi -formal attire and good music.
my plans for this year’s dance included an
expenditure of $2.50 for the ticicets, $15 for
dinner, and formal attire. My date bought a
new cocktail dress with matching shoes, not
to mention having her hair done.
We arrived at the dance, only to stand in
line with what to us looked !lice a Be-Ln.
Student ixidy cards were being accepted in
lieu of tickets, and our enthu_siasm was
withering.
It wasn’t until we were inside that it really
hit us. This wasn’t a homecoming dance, it
was a pseudo-psychedelic round -up. Even CORE(’ outclassed this event.
When the Queen and her court arrived, it
WAS like pearls among swine.
We weren’t disappointed . . . we were disgusted, and furious. At both the Homecoming
Committee and the Alumni Association.
Establishment has finally fallen, and has only
itself to blame.
Whatever funds were to be donated to the
Alumni Association by myself and anyone else
I can influence . . . well, I think they know
the answer after this letter.
Jeff Holzhauer
A8101

Foreign Debtm..
Editor:
I should like to comment (m a letter published in yottr Nov, 8 issue written by Mrs.
Agnes Albrecht
Mrs. Albrecht’s letter is an example arid
an outpour of unintellectual, conservative,
narrow mindedness.
Every foreign student, exeepting some Mid’
are on scholarships, in San Jose State or
any other AmeriCan ecluoatienal instittittaft
PAYs from ttls slam resources for each and
every facility he uses. At SJS each full-time

Let me tell you about it.
First you must understand how it happened to our beloved California, by looking at our history. You will remember
(from your studies of California history
that Russian spies established a colony in
northern California in 1812 (just six years
before the birth of Karl Marx!) and remained until 1841. Just five years later,
while Marx and Engels were embracing
corn
in Europe, an old stsmiping
ground of the Russians’ in California was
having a revolution and a flag.
With a modification here and there,
’his flag designed in Sonoma in 1846 is
in use as our state flag today. Take a look
at this flag. And while you look, kt me

ask you some questions:

Violence Over Peace; Li SC Commends Duo
This letter Is in response to a handout distributed last week by the "brothers" of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity. Their handout criticized
the Homecoming Committee for not notifying
them of their right to enter a contestant in
the Queen’s contest. The blame lies (1) in the
Spartan Daily for not publishing any information on the contest and (2) with the members of Omega Psi Phi for not keeping their
records in the Student Activities Office up
to date, (all student activities mail is sent
through that office, but Omega Psi Phi’s information in that office was two years old).
I doubt that they were unaware of the procedures involved in entering a contestant.
since their entry la.st year, Miss Valerie
Dickerson, won.
The handout also stated that the committee
was afraid of two consecutive Black Queens
and that all Black women are beautiful and
do not have to compete against pale-piglets.
No one will deny that the percentage of beautiful Black women is any less than that of
the Whites. I think the fact that Miss Dickerson was last year’s Homecoming Gitteen can
he attributed to the Whites, not merely the
Blacks. I’m sure that she did not win with
just votes from the 80 Blacks on camptis at
that time. Her election was for her beauty, not
for her color as it should be!

to the oppressor.- And so one group

ered. Now 1 realize I v.-as wrong. Horrify-

lence leading to civil war. But what

Editor:

don’t think lie should follow me. Lib era!, seek to talk to the oppressed, not

subversion in our state had been discov-

vio-

ith this in mind it’s rather hard
to tell people not to get violent if they
get what they want everytime they
didn’t just talk
about A iolencet he spelled out in great
detail the IIIack’s reactions to the
A !lite liberals. and the hippies who
are trying to) help the movement.
Ile said of the liberals. "I wouldn’t
follow a A hite liberal anywhere and I

in my naivete that all major examples of

help of the White liberals or hippies.
Violence does instill fear in people.
But people are not going to stand by
idly and see their cities burned or
their brothers beaten and killed. They
will fight back with all their might.

lence.

turn to liolenee.
But Carmichael

7

fornia has long been evident. Many are

foreign student pays more than $300 per academic year before he can complete his registration. At the University of California the
foreign student tuition is more than $1300
per academic year. The foreign students are
not an "insurmountable burden" on the socalled taxpayers like Mrs. Albrecht. The foreign students finance their own education.
They not only seek education in the U.S. but
in the process provide educational experience
to many local Americans who associate with
them.
Mrs. Albrecht seems to be very irritated
with the idea of foreign student participation
in student government. But, I should like to
point out as a rule, each and every bonafide
student of this college or any other school
whether he is a foreign student or out of
state student should have equal opportunity
to take active part in student government and
affairs.
It is time for people like Mrs. Albrecht to
realize that the mcxlern age is of dynamic
internationalism not of narrow minded isolationism.
ililrza K. All
(Student from Pakistan)
Moulder Hall
San Jose, Calif.
A668

unatmed, for passivism he was the
only
way out for the British who faced violence
on the other side of Inida.
Not only does Stokely Carmichael speak
of violence, but of Black unity and the brotherhood of man. He did not support blind followers of his cause: only those who understand the reasons behind Black Revolution.
He talked of the international Black Man and
how he must unite behind the cause, for oppression is not limited to the United States.
His idea of leading a united Black people
out of the ghettos and into a harrnonious society can only represent an advancement of
the Black Man.
White men should open their minds and
realize that this man is not fooling around
with this idea, but is actually doing it and
attracting followers. The 431aek man could
rise out from under his thoughts of oppression
and greet the White man as his "soul brother"
if open mindedness was applied to the thoughts
of these revolutionaries. The Black man needs
acceptance from the heart of the White man,
not from the skin. Wise men should understand that Stokely Carmichael not only represents violence, but Black thoughts as well.
Now is the time to pay attention to the Black
Man, not tomorrow when it may be too late.
Frank Lordeman
A6471

(1) What mammal do you thing of as
signifying or representing Russia?
hat
mammal olo you see on the flag?
i 21 Toward what political dirertion did
the Communists take Russia? Toward
what direction is the animal on tho- flag
moving?
(3) What color denotes the political
base in Communist countries? And what
color is on the base (bottom) of the flag?
(4) Think of another symbol of Red
Russia, anti especially the Red Arrny.
Now, what do you see at the upper left
of the flag?

I know, my friehds, that you are appropriately horrified. This is an awful,
awful situation. And I know that, in thP
future, you will be doubly aware and
doubly cautious
when you decide to
wrap yourself in a flag.

Policy Note
Opinions expressed in columns, staff comments,
Thrust end Parry and guest articles are those of the
individiol authors and do nof necessarily reflect the
ediforiI policy of the Spartan Daily.
Editor

USC Resolution
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following is a copy of a
letter sent to Tommie Smith and John Carlos,
by the Associated Students of the University of
Southern California.
To Tommie Smith and John (’arlos:
On Oct. 28 a Black student, Ron McDuffie,
introduced the following resolution to our
ntecutive Council. The resolution was subsequently passed.
I wish to bring the resolution to your attention and sign it on behalf on the Executive
Council of the Associated Students.
"The Executive Council of the Associated
Students of Southern Califoinia commends
you for the courage you demonstrated at
the 1968 Olympics.
We stand with you committed to the
cause of racial justice and racial harmony.
You have used the best means available
to you to further this cause.
It is our fervent hope that more students
at this university and at other colleges and
univeraities around the nation will also use
the most effective means available to them
to advance their cause of freedom, justice
and equality to all men."

William L. Maul:
President Associated students
Urdversity of southern California

Violent History
Editor:
Stokely Carmichael, militant; synonomous,
yet reasonable for the task that faces the
Black revolution. In his speech at San Jose
State, Stokely Carmichael very accurately
pointed out that for a revolution to be truly
revolutionary for the Black people, violence
must be utilized correctly and cold heartedly.
Passivism no longer is a means to lerui the
Black people out from under the hand of oppression, for it leads only to brutality against
the Black man. His idea of non-violence is to
put the non-violent people in front of him, and
while they are brutalized, he will fight with
arms and weapons of violence. In his mind,
non-violent ways lead a man to a hole six
feet deep.
The thoughts of this man are not based cm
fantasy but on history; in his words, "no
group has advanced his cause through passivism, only violence has seen victory." The
merit of this thought ranks high in the history
of nun, for no cause has furthered itaelf In
the mune of passivism. Not even Gliandi who
faced the British singlehanded, won a victory,

Susy Lydle:

Support Elected Officers
"This is a gut issue
that’s what it’s
all about."
ASB Treasurer Dave Aikman stood before Student Council menibers imploring
them to stand up, show some guts, and
demand a student majority for the stm
tlents of this college.
The term "student majority" represents the chance for students to make
their voices heard in the development of
ASB-funded activities.
ft would gite students the opportunity
to display imagination, creativity and maturity an
opportunity which the administration of this college has decided it
cannot afford.

The drive for a student majority is not
a cry in the dark.

It is not unfounded. Many failures,
crises, and mistakes on the part of the
faculty-administration controlled policy
boards have added legitimacy to the ASB’s
cry for student majority.
Consistently, these boards have lacked
imagination and fresh and new ideas.
BOWLING NOT BEER
The new College Union will house a
14-lane bowling alley instead of a beer hall
with (lancing., an adventure which would
be both profitable financially and fun for
students.
Why? Because faculty and administra
tors control the administration of these
funds.
Spartan Shops, Inc. was inept in hand.
ling a strike by cafeteria workers only a
month ago. The strike never would haver
occurred if some board members had any
foresight or understanding of the prob.
lems involved.

Why? Because faculty anol administrators control the administration of these
funds.
Rumors are flying about as fast as investigations when the topic of the Athletic
Department and its problems arc im
volved. Nobody really knows what liappens to the money over there.
Why? Because faculty and administratore control the ad
"stration of these
funds.
Oh, the list goes on and on.
PUT THE SQUEEZE ON
Fine, so every one agrees there’s a problem. That students should have control of
their own funds. But how do you go about
gaining control?
Well, student government feels the only
way to gain control is to simply freeze
funds to areas in which students do not
have control of the policy and administration of student body funds.

Sounds simple enough, doesn’t it? Unfortunately, it isn’t. The freezing of fluids,
may mean hardships for radio station
KSJS, or the Athletic Department, and
various other programs.
"It may put the squeeze on some
people," Allman explained. "But maybe
that’s good. Then, these people will gn
to Academic Council and shake their fists,
demanding student majority."
And that’s what it’s all about, all right.
Student government is filially standing
up and showing some guts for the students of SJS.
Let’s just hope that the students or
thi college can stand behind the men they
elected and stand up with them.
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By JOHN MUIR
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
Interest, awareness and a desire
to get involved are the main requirements for any of the cammittees, boards or commissions
within the ASB government.
Personnel Selection Officer Robbie Schnitzer needs about 350 people with these requirements.
"The more varied the background the better," explains Robbie. "The kind of people we are
seeking are not the stereotypical
student government rah rah’s."
Robbie and members of her office have a list of the positions still
available and will discuss with
those interested the requirements
for the positions.
"We depend on the Daily to
reach the student who commutes,"
Robbie says. "We pave tried recruitment on Seventh Street and
it doesn’t work."
"Anyone can come to the College Union, 315 S. Ninth St and

Cons Win,
Frats O.K.
In Debate
By BARRY coopER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The proposition that "Fraternity
Men Are Plastic Rah Rah Boys,"
was voted down by yesterday’s
Oxford Union Debate participants.
The debate, which was held in
Morris Dailey Auditorium, ended
with 480 participants lea vi ng
through the "Con" door and 90
participants walking out the "Pro"
door. The proposition was defeated
90-480.
Unusual in college debating, Oxford Union Debates allow and encourage comments and questions
from the audience. In yesterday’s
debate. accusations and insults
were hurtled across the room by
the participating audience.
Starting off all Oxford Union
Debates, are two speakers for and
two speakers against the proposition.
James Manning. speech -communications major. began the case
against fraternities by rnmparing
today’s society with the fraternity
system at SJS. "It is that bitch
goddess, success, which keeps both
organizations going at their present pace. Man is basically a competing animal and he who can
play the game best, leads the
rest."
Refuting Manning’s accusations
was the CONs first speaker, Rob
Foss, a member of Acacia Fraternity. "Frats do more good than
most camptts groups. For example,
the frets raise money annually for
the Heart Association, Orphan
Children Centers, etc." He ended
by adding, "I feel like I belong to
something good, s omething in
which I do my own thing and I
feel it is time to show ourselves."
At the conclusion of Foss’s remarks, 20-25 "known" fraternity
men moved from the PRO side of
the audience to the CON side. It
could have been a plan.
Finishing up the arguments
against the fraternity system was
Dr. Phil Wander, associate professor of speech. After summing
up what he believed fraternities
stood for, he cheerfully endorsed
the resolution that fraternity men
are really plastic rah rah beys.
Ben Richmauth, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Alumni adviser, concluded
the fraternity’s side of the story
by saying, "Let the hippies have
their VW’s. beads and long hair,
that is their bag, so why can’t we
have our OWT1 bag. This campus
needs a mixed collection of bags."
Audience comments and questions followed the key speakers
and insults, accusations and obscene words and gestures dominated the audience’s reaction to
the resolution.

fill out an applicarlon form. The
pianose of the form, primarily, is
to find out where their interests
are. The next step is to find out
if they have any specific group in
mind. If they don’t, we explain
what is available.
"We then set up an interview
that lasts itlxmit 15 minutes. The
interviewing comrnittee consists of
myself, two members of the Personnel Selection Committee. and a
member of the Executive Council
or of Student Council.
"Past activities are of no consequence during the interview. We
are looicing for someone who is
aware of what is happening on
campus or is enthusiastic about
learning. The ratings during this
interview are very subjective,"
saYs Robbie. "We threw out the
set questions long ago.
"The results of the interview,
along with the ratings, are then
sent upstairs to ASB Pres. Dick
Miner, who, hopefully, makes the
selection within a week."
"Miner then presents the names
to the Student Council. About the
only time council says no is when
there is a question concerning the
individual applicant or when it is
an important position and the applicant is unknown to the council,"
Robbie explains.
At the beginning of each new
administration there are approximately 500 posts to be filled. This
number stays relatively constant
from year to year. As non-functional committees are done away
with, new ones come into being.
Persons interested in becoming
a part of the ASB government can
contact Robbie at the College Union Monday through ThursdnY
from 2:30 p.m. until 5 p.m.

Teaching Grant
Applications Due
By End of Nov.
Appithations are now being
accepted for the Robert Baina
bridge Elementary Education
Grant to be awarded Jan. 6,
1969 to a qualified SJS student.
Senior and graduate students
presently norking toward an
elementary teaching credential
who are in need of ftnand.d
atiiiistanee are eligible.
Application.s, which must be
submitted no later than Saturday, Nov. 30, may be secured in
Education 323 between 1-3 p.m.
on Mondays and 1-5 p.m. on
Wednesdays. A conmdttee has
been aelected to screen and interview applicanti and to name
the recipient of the grant which
will be made mailable through
the office of Financial Aids.

Pan Am Begins
Co-op Program
For Aeronautics
The SJS Aeronautics Department recently announced a cooperative program with Pan American Airlines that will permit two
SJS students interested in the field
of Aeronautical Maintenance to
work at Pan Am for two sixmonth periods.
Students presently seeldng a degree in aeronautical maintenance
or aeronautical operations majors
who have elected to take lab work
in maintenance are eligible. Other
requirements include sophomore
standing at the end of this semester and a GPA at least equal to
the all-men’s average.
The two students chosen from
those who submit their application to the aeronautics office by
Nov. 20 will begin work at the
Pan Am facility in San Francisco
at the end of this semester and
will train there for six months.
Then a second crew of two will go
to the facility and the first crew
vvill return to SJS for another six
months.

Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner
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OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE
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’Avoid Street Acid"
Watts Tells Crowd

Varied Past Life
Helpful in ASB
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Desire an Asset

Treasurer Dave Aikman stood
DIGNITY ASB
before Student Council last Wednesday imploring council members to ’stand up and show
some guts" in establishing student majority on
ASB-funded policy boards. Council passed a
resolution which directed Allman to recom-

mend to council the freezing of funds to areas
already allocated ASB funds which do not have
a student majority on the policy boards. The
resolution also stated that no funds will be allocated to any groups requesting funds which
do no+ have a student majority.

’Flow With It Days’

A Happy Hippie Happening
By RON LENT
spartaus Daily Staff Writer
outasight!"
"Like vvow
This WitS the concensus of the
beaded, bearded, bejangled gathering at "Make Your Own Sounds
Day," sponsored by the Flow’ With
It Days program near the fountain Friday.
With approximately 200 students
lying on the grass under the warm
nonn sun, three bongo beaters provided African rhythm while bobbing their heads in silent exaltation.
The drummers soon were accompanied by students with altuninum sheets, utilized as make-shift
Australian wobble-boards. Another
-

Gann Discusses
African Crisis -Part Two Tonight
The second lecture in a series
on "Africa Continent in Crisis"
will be presented tonight in E132
at 7. Titled "Rhodesia, Evolution
or Revolution," the lecture vvill
be presented by Dr. Lewis Gann,
senior research fellow at Hoover
Institute.
Rhodesia, a country, with four
million Blacks and only 22,000
Whites, has been the object of
international censure since its unilateral declaration of independence
in 1956.
"The minority White Rhodesians," reports Dr. Gann, "have refused to bow to the vvinds of
change and grant Africans a share
in the government commensurate
with their numbers.
"Led by Britain and the Ore
ization of African Unity, mosi
countries have observed a boycott
on Rhodesia with hope this would
bring the present government of
Ian Smith to compromise its pisition," Dr. Gann said.
The lecture series is free ane
open to the public.

creative musician brought an (411 ply Ripine wine bottle, inserted
two pennies into the jug, capped
the top with his thumb and began
shaking out "coined" music.
ROCK BAND
When word came that Morning
Glory, a San Francisco rock band,
was plugging in their guitars and
amplifiers, students began migrating to the south end of Seventh
Street in anticipation of the 1 p.m.
performance. Only a handful of
loyalists remained behind to hear
a shaggy, red-haired guitarist
present an impromptu, one-man
folk fest.
An estimated 1,000 onlookers
stood, sat and squatted around a
band consisting of two guitarists,
one female vocalist, a drummer
and a rocksicordist. The rocksicord instrument is a modified harpsichord.
Following a brief interlude,
the lead guitarist stepped forward to the microphone and asked
for volunteer’s to remove debris
left scattered about the fountain.
During the next song, "Music to
Pick Up Papers By," a human
chain consisting of 62 guffawing
participants answered the musician’s request. With mission accomplished in slightly less than
15 minutes. the skipping, happy
aggregation returned.
LAUGHTER AND JOY
As the crowd thinned out following Morning Glory’s 10 minute respite, the dancing tempo
picked up considerably. Students,
clustered in groups ranging from
10 to 31, grasped hands and beganl
circling about clockwise vvi t h

NEED

"using street acid it s like playing itussian rout, tns you don’t
know what you’re buying." To protect American youth and, at the
stone time, the inalienable freedom
of individualistic action, legislators
"must nut attempt to legislate murality."
Watts chiuyed that state laws,
in effect, prohibit "experiences
that might benefit mankind."
Drugs, such as LSD, tend to constrict violence, enhance individual
sociability and "maice a person
less up-tight" when taken in mild
quantities, he noted.
Maintaining that LSD and marljuima are not addictive like alcohol and morphine, the author of
The Book" argued that one is not
compelled to increase the dosage
vvith LSD to obtain desired effects,
as is the case with alcohol. Smiling, he commented that, unlike
morphine, there toe no LSD withdrawal symptoms.
Concluding his 45-minute speech,
Watts challenged society to "meet
the present danger (drug misuse);
don’t pretend it isn’t there."

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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"MICKEY ONE"
STARRING

WARREN BEATTY

FRI. NOV. 15 JC 141
7:00 & 10:00 PM ADM. 45c

The days grow short
when you reach
NOVEMBER!
Due to publisher’s requirements our
book returns are about to be made.
Don’t he caught short. Get your
required text books NOW!

See
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StATE STUDENitS
ATTENTION !

10%o Student Discount
S.J.S. Students receive a 10% discount at Plastic
World, supplier of Plexeglas’", resins, molds, and other
plastics.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER

Pla4tic World
1102 Saratoga Ave.

smiles pervading their faces.
Oceans of dancing bodies flowed
about as the "hard rock" sounds
intensified. But the laughter and
juy died abruptly at 3:20 p.m.
when the music ceased. As the
band began packing and the crowd
started their homeward trek, a
lone bongo player serenaded passers-by. Upon leaving the scene, a
pert blonde coed intimated to her
friend, "It’s been a long, beautiful day." Indeed.

"I make the sun shine," Scholarin -Residence Alan Watts told tin
,aerflowing crowd in Morris Dailey
Auditorium last week regarding a
realization ascertained in a mystical drug experience.
The Zen Buddhist philosopher,
clad in a black suit and brown
sandals, asserted that drugs can
enable an individual to comprehend
the relationship between the universe and his nervous system. Accordingly, man’s image of the sun
emitting light is attributable to
the nervous system’s impression.
When properly. used and administered, said Watts peering to students sitting cross-legged on the
floor below, drugs transform consciousness. creat an understanding
of parts linking man to his physical
world and portray. man as being a
coming all’ going "expressiun of
what is happening in time.The 53-year-old English philosopher then warned that although
drugs, such a.s I..S1), can benefit
rnany people, "they can be dangerous" to others. Citing LSD-induced hallucinatory weightlessnes.s
as a stimulus for ill-fated individuals seeking to fly out windows,
the shaggy -haired speaker stres.sed
that "not everybody should turn
on to drugs" as Dr. Timothy LearY
advocates
To minimize further misu.se, drug
practices must be open, receive
ex tens i v e scientific supervision
and, above all, must be legalized,
Watts saki grimly. The articulate
spokesman added that inquisiti
youth, seeking insight concerning
life’s meaning, turn to drugs.
He cautioned youth to av,id
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Dynamic John Handy

Ice Skating
Trip Friday
The Ski Club Will hold its
final ice skating trip before the
beginning of the ski season Friday evening at 6:30.
The trip is open to students
and faculty members. A car
caravan will form at the P.E.R.
Building on San Carlos Street
and navel to the BelArena in
Belmont.
Persons willing to drive air
asked to bring cars.
The cost will be $1.10 with a
SJS student body card. Skate
rental will be an additional 15
cents.
Ski club memberships are $t;
:,,i the year and are available
at the Student Affairs Business
Office.
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Art Cleaners

SCU’s Production
Of ’Marat Sade’
Opens Run Friday

,.

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
One Day Service
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OThe National Brewing Co. of Balto.. Md. at Salto., Md.
also Phoenix Miami Dee t
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JOHN HANDY
... crutches didn’t hamper his performance

BfrtfirdTh

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293.4900

"Work of Art"

Peter Weiss’ "Marat Sade,"
will open at 8:30 p.m. Friday for
a five day run at Santa Clara
University’s LifeBoat Theater,
2.350 The Alameda.
Directed by Roger Gross, the
production features David Stiers
as Marat and Robert Phelps as
Sade. The cast is composed entirely of students.
The play centers amund the
assassination of Jean-Paul Marat
by the inmates of the Asylum
of Charenton under the direction of the notorious Marquis
de Sade.
Tickets, $2.00, are available at
the hox office.
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By CONNIE NKIPITARE9
Fine Arts Editor
My task had been to translate the Handyan musical experience into some twin of verbal expression.
Yet, by the end of the 90 minute workout by no less than
dynamic John Handy Quintet
Tuesday night, I knew I couldn’t
succeed. It was absurd to even
try.
I shuffled backstage and cornered him.
The trite and obvious slipPed
out first. "How would YOU put
Handy into words?"
"Just listen to me play
that’s all," said the saxophonist -flutist, newly-turned professor of jazz improvisation at San
Francisco State.
"How about inspiration?
Where do you get it?"
"Demands! Demands from my
audiences and demands from
my musician.s inspire me to
work." he said. "I usually never
do it when I don’t have to."
Our conversation then turned
to the ,jazz class, now a part of
S.F. State’s curricultun. "The
class is geared to showing the
basic techniques of the art of
jazz improvisation," Handy said.
The 75-member class, mos-t of
whom are non-music majors, are
also touching on the historical
and social aspects of jazz, according to Handy, who conducts
the class mostly in lecture.
"Everybody’s involved personally
the class, he said. There
are no sleepers. You’re either in
or you’re out!"
The Sart Francisco musician
who appeared on crutches due
to a tennis playing accident,
then responded to a question
on the Black students’ strike at
S.F. State.
"My leg has kept me from
visiting the campus lately. but
as soon as I’m on my feet again,
I intend to find out what it’s
all about." He did add, however,
that he thought mast of the
Black students’ demands were
very valid from his knowledge
of the strike.

The SJS Symphony Orchestra
launches its new season with
concerts at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday
and Wednesday in Concert Hall.
The performances will debut
Robert Manning, assistant professor of music, as orchestra
conductor. He ha.s been a.ctive
in Southern California as a performer, conductor and teacher
and has served as a.ssistant di-
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Sculpture
Responds
To People

"My sculpture would be worthless unless somebody was
around," said a 26-year-old SJS
graduate assistant whose "Energy Forms" respond to people.
"I like to involve people in my
work," said AI Cheney. whose
aeven "Energy Fotms" are on
exhibit in the Main Art Gallery
this week.
"Many of my pieces require
either the presence and movement of a person, or the actual
taking hold of a set of somewhat involved controls," he said.
"I’ve planned to have things
happen when people set off the
machines. The sculptures are
programmed so they respond,
finally, to me." he said.
Cheney’s exhibition, which "indicates a future direction for
sculpture." is the culmination of
a year’s work to capture the essences of light and movement in
kinetic sculpttur.
The two approaches he used
are an electronic device which
detects the approach and movement of a spectator, and a series of manually-operated controls.
"The Accelerator," Cheney’s
favorite sculpture, is operated
hy pulling levels hack and forth
to activate ncon tubes which rotate at speeds up to 1300 rpm.
"The Accelerator’s lights develop color halo affects, and the
longer you work the piece, the
more the response varies," he
said.
All the work in Cheney’s
show incorporates plexiglas, electronic devises and aluminurn.
Cheney. who said he is "tired
of the way in which art is generally enjoyed only by artists
and critics," thinks "art can become more of a social thing."

Music Prof’s Debut
At SJS Symphony

reamme000000000000000000000.or
CHAMBER MUSIC AT
THE NEW TANGENT
4tiosP,

4SPARTAN, DAILY
Thursday, November 14, 196R

rector of the Kern Philharmonic
Orchestra, associate director of
the Idylwild Arts Foundation
High School Symphony and has
been guest director of the Fresno-Madera and Kings-Tulare
High School Honor Orchestra.
In addition, he was concurrently Bakersfield College Orchestra director and East Bakersfield High Chairman during
1967-68.
Two soloists, Jacqueline Salas,
piano, and Janet Williamson, soprano, have been selected from
among 15 SJS students who auditioned for the opportunity of
performing with the orchestra.
Jacqueline has soloed with the
San Jose Young People’s Chamber Orchestra and the Pacific
Musical Society.
Janet has appeared in leading
mles vtrith the College Opera
Workshop and has been a soloist
and choir director in San Jose
area churches.
Concert selections are by Weber, Chopin, Ravel and Howard
Hanson.
I ’
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Busy DS Water Poloists
Open Tournament Action Cougars Here for Homecoming
Possible Football Remedy

Coaches are always telling their
players to take the games one at
a time.
But the SJS water polo tearn
is forced to play one tournament
at a time now. This weekend they
Spat tans will journey to Hayward
to play in the State College Water
Polo Tournament.
The Spartans will also participate in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association Tournament in Santa
Barbara the following weekend.
Coach Lee Walton had just finished stressing the importance of
having momentum going into the
tournaments when the University
of California knocked the wheels
out-from-under the Spartans, 8-7
Tuesday afternoon.
Before the loss, the Spartans
bombed Stanford 19-9 in the Spartan pool.
"It was the finest offensive effort of the season." offered Walton
after the Stanford victory. "We
had :t tremendous variety of scoring and all of our starters got into
the scoring column along with several reserves."
The scoring was spread between
the starteis. Dennis Belli, Bill
Gordts, Tim Halley, Greg Hind and
Bruce Prefontaine all had three
goals while Dan Landon added
two.
"I was pleased with our offense,"
Walton said of the group which
scored nine goals in the second
period to set a single period scoring record. "Our defense let down
a little but this can probably be
attributed to the score."
Cal used one of the Spartans’
nicks to stop SJS. "CaIs’ defense
wits the toughest we’ve faced all
season," praised Walton.
Pete A.sch and Orb Greenwald
poured in three goals each for the
Bears while Hind tallied four for
the Spartans and Gerdts added
three.
The loss to Cal was disappointing in that the Spartans couldn’t
muster a balanced offense.
"In tournament play everybody

has to do the job," Walton stud.
"With so many games being
played, it puts too much strain
on individuals if everybody isn’t
coming through."
The Spattans open the State
Tournament at 11:30 a.m. Friday
against the winner of Cal State

HapAard-Fresno State encounter
in the Hayward pool. Finals of
the tournament are Saturday at
6 p.m. and Walton promised his
Spartans will be participating.
The Spartans are seeded No. 1 in
:ta tournament.

0

Jet Charter
NEW YORK
sl 34"
ROUND TRIP

plus tax

Lv. Oakland: Dec. 20
Return: Jan. 5
RESERVE NOW!
LIMITED SPACE!
For application forms
phone or writs
7-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St., San Jose
Ph. 293.1033
After 7 p.m. Ph. 251,1126

offense with 427 yards. He has hil
on 31 of 64 attempts good for 439
yards and has thrown for three
touchdowns.
The SJS-WSU series dates back
to 1955. In the eight games played
since that time, the Cougars have
won five, the Spartans have taken
two and one contest wound up in
a tie.
The last time these two team.
met was in 1964 when the Cougars
managed to hang on by tly
strength of a second period field
goal tu pin a 16-14 loss on the I
Spartans.

Paut4f

72 So. First St.
San Jose
Phon 297 0920

11/...a.,

da/wp teAtdi
DIAMOND

RINGS

Mustang. Fine tailored
dress slacks with the slim
cut young men want.
They’re Forever Prest, too.
Mustang comes with harmonizing Oxford weave
belt and Mustang buckle.
For school or dress-up.
S10.00

MANNY’S

Serving San Jose Slate
TIM HALLEY returned to the scoring column for the SJS
water polo squad with three goals in a 19-9 win over Stanford
Friday in the Spartans’ pool. Halley will attempt to find the
cage with his shots this weekend as he prepares for the State
College Water Polo Tournament which will be played in the
Cal State Hayward pool.

West Coast team to eves- utin the. Francisco State Gaters 9-0 on the
NCAA championship. But it has SJS practice field.
Henry Comacho led the Spartans
been predicted that the winner of
this year’s West Coast Regional in scoring with four goals. while
will be the favored team to cop Ed Storch had three and Bob
Boogard and Zeljko Pavic each
the coveted crown.
Two of the three remaining had one.
Senior and a honorable mention
berths in the regionals have been
virtually conceded to the Rocky All-American pick Ed Storch turnMountain power, Air Force, and ed in possibly his finest performto the UCLA Bruins. The Soutp- ance of the season.
The whitewashing wa.s the
ern California eleven had a slight
damper placed on their chances eighth shutout the STS defense has
when they lost a 1-0 heartbreaker produced this season.
to Westmont College this past
week.
SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
The biggest question mark will
89 E. San Fentamlo
be the fourth spot in the regionals. Last year the spot was
I Block From Campus
given to the second place team in
the WCISC, USF. There is a posSave - Save - Save
sibility that the University of Will arrept enrollment of 25 stm
Washington Huskies could be
dents in Experiment On Erosion,.
ies for CH n week. I will furnish
granted the opening.
our
fa ,,,,, lIN lireakfaq Sperial plus
The Spartans and the Dons
Iamb &
r
of 1111.110
carry undefeated league records
Mon. Biro tri. Breakfast & Lunt+
into the contest. Both teams have
on Sat.
only one loss on their overall
reconls, which came at tie hands
of the University of British Columbia.
The Dons will be led into action
by possibly the strongest forward
wall in their history. The mainstay
of their crew of front liners is
veteran Art Roobostoff.
Roubostoff, along with goalie
Mike Ivanow were members of the
Give YOUr Winter
1966 Pan American team and the
1964 Olympic squad.
Wardrobe a Boot!!
In a contest held Monday, the
Spartans easily deferited the San
A Roberta’s boot that is
Our high fashion
styled

B’NAI B’RITH HILLEL

in

leather

Razor Cuts
Styling
By Expert Barbers

Manny’s Barber Shop
571 E. Santa Clara
293-9910
Open Mon. -Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

FONTAINE

FROM E150

Paeta
Westgate Shopping Canter
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phon 379-3051

USE YOUR
BankAmeriearil
First National
Master Charlie
validated parking

Master
otovefers

Almaden Fashion Plaza
#I4 On Tho Mall
Phone 266-8466

-4r1 Viartinez
Illell’el wear
FIRST AND SAN CARLOS
SAN JOSE

So you’ve got
a degree and
you’re through
learning -right?

boots are
and

suede

and come in the

is inviting

following shades:
B la c k,

THE HON. DAVID BEN-DOV

Navy,

Brown, Cuir Sav-

newly appointed

age,

&

Camel.

Wrong.

An attractive ad

CONSUL GENERAL OF ISRAEL
to speak on "Israel"
Monday, November 18
4:00 P.M. - Journalism 141

dition sensibly
priced at

There will be a question and answer period.
\I

small hole openings against the
Vandals.
Weirath finally showed the style
which made him an honorable
mention All-American at Orange
Coast Junior College. lie turned
the corners numerous times to put
the Spartans in good field position.
Don Perkins went the entire
game at quarterback for
the Spartans, making it an all
time first. In previous games the
quarterbacks have tieen pulled
during the reugh goings.
Perkins leads the team in total

0

Booters Tackle Dons for Title
All marbles will be up for grabs
when the SJS soccer terun travels
to Balboa Park in San Francisco
Saturday to meet the powerful
University of San Francisco Dons
at noon.
Not only eill the West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
champion.ship be decided but also
the first seeded spot in the Western Regional Collegiate Athletic
Association playoffs.
The Spartans and the Dons have
split the laurels over the last four
seasons with the SJS eleven being
the league champs in 1964 and
1967 and the USF squad in 1965
and 1966.
The 1966 Don tearrt was the only

1 lomecoming might be the
remedy which the SJS football
team needs to shake off the nagging effects of a three game losing
streak.
Ahead at the half 10-0 last Saturday against a heavily favored
Idaho 11, the Spartans somehow
managed to lose 35-17.
Against the Washington State
Cougars this Saturday afternoon
the Spartans will be raving one
of the mystery teams on the coast.
Having won only one game this
season, that being a 14-7 decision
over Idaho, the Cougars have lost
six and tied Stanford 21 all.
Washington State lost last week
to the University of Oregon 27-13.
In the filst half of the IdahoSJS game the, Spartans managed
to keep a strong rush on the Vandals’ great quarterback Steve
Olson. The young sophomore managed only 45 yards in the first
half, in the air, but finished with
2&5 yards and three touchdowns.
Olson’s teammate Jeny Hendren latched onto nine passes for
228 yards and two TD’s. Hendren
WILS bottled up most of the game
but broke loose in the fine/
qua’ ter.
SJS’ ground attack came to life
against Idaho a.s Fntnk Weirath
and Frankie Slaton gained 118
yards between them.
Slaton is the type who can score
from anywhere on the field as he
ducked and darted his way through

The lean, young
look from
Mustang
c\
Haggar

I sTUDENTS AND FACULTY WELCOME
The time of the Elementary Hebrew
Class has been changed to 4:00 P.M.
on Thursdays at the Newman Center

open mon. & +burs. till 9
validated parking

N.

all bank charges

You know it. And we know it. Any job
that doesn’t give you a chance to learn and
grow is just a job. And at Bank of America,
we’re not merely offering jobs. We’re offering challenges to test your skills. No matter
what your major is.
We’re offering a couple of other things,
too. For openers, starting salaries that are
attractive. And for a follow up, people to

work with who are intelligent ...aware...
stimulating.
Sound interesting? It is. Come in and
see Dennis L. Elder, College Relations
Representative. He’ll be at your placement
office soon. You may learn something.

BANK OF AMERICA
W.,,1115, 4.....11.0CW W4

MMMMMM IMAM Ot.0$11

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Job Interviews

Spartaguide

January grtuluutes may sign
up fur appointments In the
Placement t’enter, 122 S. Ninth
St., Ittilliting AA. Signups begin
each Tueeday before and up to
ot the interview.
the

Arab American Club, 6 p.m.,
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MH233. Re.
member to bring your entrance Cafeteria A. Film: ’This Is Lebfee of two Thanksgiving cans. anon." Public invited.
Christian Science Organization,
Also, the time for the Alameda
trip will be announced at the 7:30 p.m., College Memorial Chameet ing.
Air Force ROTC, anytime today
Dille! Activitle., 4 p.m., Nekvman
and tomorrow, qualifying test apCenter. Elementary Ilebrew class;
plications for Saturday. All gradRabbi Familant instructor.
uate or undergraduate students
in all major fields are encouraged
to apply before the testing date
in MH407.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
Ali you can eat
for only

$1
Monday through Thursday
72 E. Santa Clara

8-41PARTAN DAMS’

TONIORROW
International Students, 7 p.m..
Cafeteria A and B. Social hour
with a variety of refreshments
p.m. before leaving
from 7 to
for the Basque Festival. Everyone
welcome.
Japanese and American Students’ Organization, 11:30 a.m.,
planning
t ritteria.
Important
. ,, !
fiir "Tokyo Night."
_

University of California. Hastings College of Law, San Francisco. Joe H. Mun.ster, Jr., representtative in CI1239, 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Group Meeting.

Teaching
Interviews

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for morried, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
YOU
WASH IT1 WAX IT! VAC
can’t beat it. ASTOR’S COINOP AUTO
WASH. 732 S. 1st - 804 Lincoln Ave.
4 Tickets to USC-Notre Dame game
on Nov. 30 in L.A. Cheap. Call Bic et
294.8722.
READ TEXTBOOKS FASTER with better
S
, I.at/Ro System pre
’,’
C
se-ts rap.d reaa,nq classes at the San
Jose YMCA. New class starting Wed.,
Nov. 13. 22 -hour program, $98.50. Call
751-2132 collect for further information.
NAVIGATIONAL CAR RALLYE by
LVM. 4 classes - 2 routes. Beginnersfird out what a raliye is like. Award
for best Fraternity team. 2 participation
plagues per car. Starts at Stanford
Shoppine Center in Palo Alto, 6.9 p.m.,
Nov. 16, 1968. Entry $3.00 per car. For
information call 327.3349.

’

,

ing school districts will be on camNIS during November to interview prospective teachers. Interested students are asked to sign up
two weelcs prior to the interview
vkitich
be held in the Placement Center, Bldg., AA, 122 S.
Ninth St.

TlitEsDAY (Nov. 14)
Thaiiii-tit City Schools, (Stara-1:m, County). Positions, elemen’ tory, high school.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

NOE

947firdoes
a peffect size 7
lookperfect
onlY-21 claYsevertmonth?

Homecoming
Edition

TOMORROW
Articles on:
The Game
The Halftime Events
The Parade
Past Homecomings
Snoopy and Peanuts
Happiness is-the HOMECOMING EDITION!
soc0000ecoseccoccose.e.esocozoccacce.4...e

Spartan Daily Classifieds
vis=slab

ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)

kir)NDAli’ (Nov. IA)
AUTOMOTIVE ti)
Angehts City School% (Los
Angeles County). Positions, indus160 Scrambler. A steal at
HONDA
’67
trial arts only.
5385. Phone Silva’s Hobbies and Crafts
NeV, 20)
i’fiN3,4DAT
251-S038.
Fifilet
Vailey Elementary S. ’65 VW SEDAN. Radio -heater. Very
(Orange County). Positions, good condition. Asking $1124. Cell 287519.
,I,,mentary, high school.
’60 AUSTIN HEALY 3000. Just rebuilt.
Chuck Howard. 287.4456. 404 So. 7th.
Law
$1250.
H. Munster, associate dean ’57 VW Bus with ’64 engine. Excellent
Mechanical cond. $550/best offer. Bed.
, Ilasling,s College of Law will
354-9649 (Los Gatos)
1,, on campus tomorrow in CH239.
66 MINI -COOPER ’S’. Must sell imAll students interested in attend8.
,
offer takes. 296-1257.
Ir.; the law school can receive ad- ’58 CHEVY IMP. 2 dr hdtp. P/S, P/B
ditional information and admis- Air, 283 woh 4 brl., new tires, good
sion requirements by attending the paint and upholstery. Excel. mech. cond.
Ron 269-4358.
meeting.
FOR SALE! 1968 Honda 90 $275. Price
ir,,,dos tax & lic. plus insurance. Call
297.2007.
’68 TR3, 2.2 liter & other mods. Excel
cond. Never raced. 257-4006 after 6
P.m
MGB STEERING WHEEL. New, unused
mahogany/chrome. Fits all but ’68
model. Call 286.8857.
YAHAMA 250cc. Fast - Must sell,
$225. Call 251-9195.
1967 BSA 6SOcc, twin carbs, exc. cond.
Very fast. never raced. Retail is $1000
asking $900. 287-5170 after 6.
1956 CHEVY WAGON. R/H. V8, stick.
$150 or best offer. Call after 6 p.m.
287-5707.
’58 VW. $375. Good condition. Call
after 2 ram. 2989533.
’63 CORVETTE. 4 sp. 327 340 HP. Metallic blue. Excel. mech. cond. $1850.
Ore otioer. 294.6711.

School Meeting

bTEVENS CREEK PLAZA_ . ACROSS THE MALL FRONt THE BIG Fi

Spartan Daily

U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Lab. Nlajors, BA I3S, MA ’NIS
CE, EE, ME, Geology, Math Physics, Geography.

THERSIXAT (Nor. 14)
National Cash Register Co. Majors BS NIS Chem., EE, 1E, ME,
Physics, Nlath, Acctg., Finance;
N1S,Chem.E.; NII3A.
lialhnark Curds Loc. Majors,
FiA Econ; BS NIS Bus. Admin.,
Mktg., Lib Arts, Acctg., Math, IE,
NIE, Chem.E., Fine Arts, Comm.
Art, Art Ed., Journ., English.
Worthington Corp. Majors, BS/
MS N1E, EE, IE, CE, CheM.E., IT;
MBA.
I.,enkurt Electric Company, Inc.
MS F.legtrigal EngiMajors,
neering, NII3A with a I3S,’EE.
Moss, Adams and Co. Nlajors,
13S/MS Acctg.
U.S. Air Force, Barracks 13.
FRIDAY (Nov. 15)
Pacific this and Electric Co Ma
jors, BS- NIS CE, Eli, N1E, IE.
North American Rockwell, Nlajors, BS. MS EE, Physics (Electronics); NIS NI1:,
Caterpillar Tractor Co. Majors,
ME, IE, Ind. Tech., Physicist Sciences; P.F. i(usiness and Industry.
Coro Foutoilittlon. INTajors, any

1}1, {of low_

,
,

with a strong interest in government -political field.

Thursday. November 14,196R

MECHANIC - to install transmission in
Renault. Call Vicki at 287-6058 after
4 p.m.
MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Peri-time
according to your school idled. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montgomery. 297-4228. 9.11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK
21 hrs./wk. Immediate openings in our
department.
programming
reference
Learn techniques in marketing and sales
promotion. $168 per month guaranteed.
Public contact work with managerial experience. Call Mr. Lenz. 286-1650 bet.
9 a.m. & 3 p.m.

DEC. I. NEED GIRL ROOMMATE,
share luxury apt. near campus. Fireplace, $55/mo. 287-1640. Sherry, after 5
TO SLEEP ONLY.
NEED A PLACE
Near campus. Tue. and Wed. night.
(Have 7:30 class on Wed. & Thur.)
Floor OK. Will pey. Call Pat at 9415351.
LOST AND FOUND (6)
LOST: SEARS Austrian 10-speed bike.
Gold with lic. #1698. From bike racks
on 7th near San Carlos. No questions
asked. Return or will picleup, 286-9747.
FOUND: Liver & white female German
shorthair puppy. Call 287-3527.
LOST: KEY CASE, brown, Wed. 10/29.
8th and William, 2:30 p.m. Urgent, Reward. Call Francis 286-1636.

LOCAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
needs young lady to contact customers
PERSONALS
by telephone for Calif. home after
school hours. Our office is walking
distance from campus. Top salary - BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
quer. For inter. Call Mr. Dolan 287- about the diamonds? Learn about it
before any purchase. If you like, design
E083.
your own ring. Quality diamonds at low
HASHERS WANTED. Breakfast, lunch, prices. Contact Jim Self at 286-0964.
& dinner. D.S.P. Fraternity. Call 297- Call between 5 and 7 p.m.
9957.
sERVICES
HASHERS WANTED for dinner Mon.
thru Thurs. Call Mr. Gilbert 287-7316.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
MEN OR WOMEN, Full or P/T. Must ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
have auto. Sell & deliver calendars. No No contract. Call 251.2598.
exp. necessary, salary or comm. Call FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
294-1187 or 374-0389.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948.1781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. ExperiHOUSING isi
enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslenian. 298.4104.
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen & EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
maid service. On campus 237 E. San tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk. Marianne Temberq. 1924 Harris Ave
Ca11 371-0395. San Jose.
293.6345.
MADE CONTEMPORARY
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share CUSTOM
2 bdrm. apt. 495 E. William Apt #11. rings for getting engaged, married,
sharing
water.
George Lerimore. Old
Call 292-5212. $38/mo.
Town, Los Gatos. 354-8844.
CONSIDERATE, Liberal female needed STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast
to share apt. $60/rno. 620 S. 9th #8. Accurate, minor
editing. Mrs. Baxter
Call 287-7951.
Phone 244-6581.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Quiet resi EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
denre near school. $50/mo. Upper div. papers, etc. Call 258-4335.
or Grad. pref. Call 297-1390 or 295. EXPERIENCED
TAPING. Over 500 al0784.
bums to choose from or supply the one
(collages
want
you
URGENT 1-2 Fem. roommates needed.
too). For more in.
2 bdrm. 11/2 bath, close to campus. formation cell Mile. 287-3631.
Call Diana. 287-7651.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Esperienced 243NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
apt. at unepp. Kennedy Hall. 2 bdrm. TV’S FOR RENT. SpeStudent rates.
$55/mo. 555 S. 10th #3. 298.3191.
$8.00 per month. CI I : ’7 2935.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Haircuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Berber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College, go west on Sante Clara.
TYPING MY HOME. Neat, accurate,
reasonable. Corrections mode. Call Mrs.
Taylor any time. 292-4590.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, theses, etc.
Reasonable. Will edit. All work guarfettled. 294-3772.
HAVING SPANISH TROUBLES? Have
8 yrs background, all necessary equip.
avail. Cell 295-6932.
DRESS MAKING and restyling. also
specialized in Chinese Cheung Sem.
Student Rate, call Doris 287-3048.
TYPING MY HOME. Fast, accurate,
good rates. Only 25c a page. Call
Sandy 286.4619. Live 457 S. 9th #9,
fYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc
experienced & fest. Phone 269-8674.
LEARN TO FLY. Special student rates
on my airplane, $7 50 per hour plus
instructor. Call 298.1978 after 5 p.m.
TRANSPORTATION ICH
DRIVING TO CASPER, WYOMING
over Thanksgiving holiday. Riders needed to help drive. Call 265-1594 evenings.
RIDE WANTED from Cupertino to SJS.
Cail 252-3944.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

’S4 VW. Excellent condition. Only two
owners since new. New clutch, brakes
& shocks. $350 cash. Call 287.4840. Ask
for Mike.

Tues.-Thurs.

’54 MILITARY JEEP. $800. Clean. Call
967.7733 after 4 pm.

10:30-12:30

’65 SUZUKI 250 cc. MUSt sell. $200.
Call Laura 259 6227.
t

SKI BOOTS - Saska, lace type. Used
one season. $10. Also ski rack for any
car. $7. Call 286-4218.

It has nothing to do with
calories. It’s a special
female weight gain...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know...that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)

9:30-11:30

GIBSON 12 String Guitar. Good condition. $115. Call 258.9830.

Send in handy order blank.

OLIVETTI, Studio 44, Portable typewriter, perfect condition. Originally
$115, $45. 286.8164.

Enclose

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
111:P UKE -ro 44EAZ maze Aerour-nv
RVQUIREMENT5 fi,R GRADUATION, r’

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3
4
-5
6

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00-

lines
/Wu
lines
/Inn

Add this
amount tor
each addl.
bona! line

.
AO

Two days

Three days

Four days

Nye days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
-EN3.50
-4-.-0-
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.50

.50

.50
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Print Name
Addreu

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
.F.Aellterg ’peeler t’r

E] Announcements (1)
Ci Automotive (2)
1- For Sale (3)

check. Make

Classifieds.

I BLACK, I FAWN Great Dane Puppies. AKC req. Show or pet. 3 mo. old.
$150. Call 724-4835 or 374-0148 after
5 p.m.
MUNTZ 4 track car stereo, speakers
not included. Model C100. $70. Call
297-9957 ask for Tom Flault.

c.ash or

check out to Spartan Daily

NIKKORMAT FT. with F2 50mm lens
and leather case. One year old. Black
model. $175. 84 S. 10th.

That’s why so
many women take PAMPRINi.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect,
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feel. less than perfect, either.

MWF

LE 131

Personals (7)
Help Wanted (4)
n Services (8)
Housing (5)
(9)
Transportation
r]
(6)
:.] Lost and Found

For

_Days

Enclosed is $

City
_ _
.
_ Phone
SiMD CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, SAN lOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear
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